


communities,

now that 
we have siphoned 

all resources 
out of their  

it’s just a 
matter 

of time

without my 
borders 
I am 
nothing

if an ‘Other’ 
is an idea 

that helps 
sustain the 

idea of 
your self

     1. now that your scraps of land have 

speculative value
   2. now that you are no longer of use

3. now that the children of white flight have 

decided they like the city after all

4. now that you are worth more locked up 

than you are as cheap labor...

keeping you in your place  

(you UP, by keeping  
them DOWN)

war as a technology of 
territory, accumulation and 
self-production; prison as 

a technology of (civil) war

difference is not to be 
eliminated, (unless elimina-

tion of ‘the different’ becomes 
a self-making activity), instead, 

it is to be highlighted: 
with fences, walls, cages, 

political postures & flood lights 
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lines of continuity
lines of territorialization
lines of semiotization
lines of appropriation
lines of infection
lines of seizure and impound
lines of sight
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yes there is a place for you

(and now that you are no longer of use)
there is no place for you

there is a place for you (people like you) 

managing poverty
       and subjugation

now that the agreement between 
capital and labor has been broken

or
the violence w

e have taught you is all the perm
ission w

e need

The policing of difference is also the preservation of 
difference. A SUGGESTION! That, since ‘nation’ is 
a fiction, so is the Other that sustains it! (the Other as 
the necessary fiction of the self!). The prison that 
mantains the Other also imprisons the self (the nation).

...the more constantly the persons to be inspected are 
under the eyes of the persons who should inspect them, 
the more perfectly will the purposes of the 
establishment be achieved. 
Ideal perfection, if that were   
the ob ject , would require 
that each p e r s o n  
actually be in this predica-
ment, during every instant 
of time. This being impos-
sible, the next thing to be 
wished for is, that, at every instant ... 
he should ‘conceive’ himself to be so 
[conceive himself to be watched]. 4

the ghetto for exam
ple is already a prison

1. Robert Smithson; 2. Huey Newton; 3. Walter Benjamin; 
4. Jeremy Bentham; 5. Mos Def;

the space of the 
  internally excluded

a seat of power
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 th

ey even police themselves 

 there’s hunger in the streets that is hard to defeat, many steal for sport but 

prison

WAR

m
ore steal to eat. 5

A SUGGESTION! That prison,   as with war (as it is 
war), is a process that exists outside the bricks and 
b a r b s o f b u i l d i n g s, a structuring to society: 
racializing, economically  s egrega t ing , s t a tus 
sub jugat ing , po l i t i ca l ly calculating.

we form spirals
spirals of energy
spirals of possibility
spirals of sociality
spirals of organization
spirals of power
spirals of action



As I looked at the site, it reverberated 
out to the horizons only to suggest an 
immobile cyclone while flickering 
light made the entire landscape appear 
to quake. A dormant earthquake 
spread into the fluttering stillness, 
into a spinning sensation without 
movement. This site was a rotary that 
enclosed itself in an immense round-
ness. From that gyrating space 
emerged the possibility of [...]1

[And] as flowers turn toward the sun, by dint 
of a secret heliotropism the past strives to 
turn toward that sun which is rising in the 
sky of history.3

Because the police occupy our communities

just like a foreign troop occupies territory.2  

(community as suspect)


